BEEKMANTOWN CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT

EXTENDED LEARNING TIME
GRANT PROGRAMS 2018-19
BULLETIN OF TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 05, 2019
TO BCSD COLLEAGUES WHO PROVIDE, SUPPORT AND/OR LEAD OUR ELT PROGRAMS

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT – ELT GRANT HELPS SUPPORT IT

Faculty and administrator efforts with professional development were evident this past month.
Professional development efforts help bolster our professional practices and update our school
district’s P‐12 instructional pathways. The picture above captures last month’s Superintendent’s
Conference Day workshop that engaged quite a few faculty members in the high school gymnasium.
Such professional development helps increase our capacity to offer the students we serve a more
rigorous, well‐rounded set of learning experiences. And ELT grant funding certainly helps!

OPERATIONS TEAMS SUPPORT EXTENDED LEARNING AND INSTRUCTION
Appreciation is offered to the members of the school district’s operations teams who help support
the good work underway: Cafeteria Services; Facilities Services such as custodial, grounds and
maintenance; Transportation Services and Office Services such as school offices & district offices.
One example of operations support: All the furniture moved to enable the PD workshop above.
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HELPING TO MAKE LEARNING STICK: GRADES 6-12 LIBRARY MEDIA CENTER

Pictured above are students engaged during the school day with Library Media Specialist Renee
Gangwer, learning the basic concepts of coding. The particular learning unit, underway last month,
tapped into their creativity as part of teaching them how to generate code within a visually‐oriented
programming software tool that features sound and voice production, as well.
During the middle and later decades of the 20th Century, coding was most frequently associated with
alpha‐numeric strings of code for numeric computations. And yet, programming of machines for
visually‐oriented functions, such as repeated production of objects, has been one of the practices put
to use as part of creating patterned blankets, carpets and rugs since at least the 1800’s.
Another example of coding in a prior century was Ada Lovelace of London, England during the 1800’s.
She’s widely credited with being at the forefront of creating algorithms [a sequence of instructions]
to be carried out by a machine.
Part of what makes programming “stick” is the ever‐changing means, ways and approaches that
humans use to leverage the ability of machines to carry out our instructions. As with the three
students pictured above with their teacher, we’ve come a long way, in regard to coding, yet we are
most likely, in some ways, just “getting started!”
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FEBRUARY 2019 ELT QUESTION OF THE MONTH

Question of the month: Library Media Specialist Ms. Banker and a group of her BAZ program students are
pictured above, completing a BAZ project last week that involves electrical circuits and a message associated
with an upcoming holiday. Pictured below are some of the other members of this activity group, displaying for
the camera (or for nearby student friends off‐camera) their completed project that involves electronic circuits
and those timely holiday messages. Many of those messages were being prepared as a surprise for a parent or
two. What is this activity?
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DUCT TAPE BAZ WITH MS. DONAHUE: MAKING IT STICK WITH ELT AT BES

Duct Tape BAZ is a Beekmantown Adventure Zone offering at Beekmantown Elementary School. This BAZ unit
is all about inspiring creativity through engineering, using duct tape. Faculty member Ms. Donahue tries to
provide a balance of guided instruction and self‐guided learning, as part of enabling students to be successful
while having fun in the process. This BAZ unit allows students to use their own ideas along with digital tools to
create unique designs. That’s a great combination of learning activities and supplies to “make it stick!”
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SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING AND MATH [STEM]

IT’S A MULTI-STEP PROCESS
Design, engineering and math activities and projects – among students and adults alike – often start with a
planning session. Pictured above is a January 2019 BAZ project group in the midst of a planning session led by
faculty member Ms. Shannon Bartlett.
She was leading her students through a multi‐step process to design, create, test and improve a model igloo
using only two substances: mini‐marshmallows and cake frosting. Students discovered during that process that
what’s planned is not necessarily what’s most effective.
That process of planning, designing, creating, testing and improving is one additional example of
Beekmantown CSD teachers helping students “make learning stick!” And it’s another example of cost‐
effectively using ELT grant monies to help bolster learning and instruction across the school district’s P‐12
instructional pathways.
Two additional action photos of igloo design development are featured on the next page.
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ABOVE:
Ms. Bartlett leads a
design and planning
session.

RIGHT:
Students go about the
process of designing
their own igloo.
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Coding Through Computer Science is another STEM‐related BAZ activity underway at Beekmantown
Elementary School this winter, led by faculty member Ms. Hilary Eilers. Pictured above are three of
her BAZ program’s students during a January 28th coding session.
Pictured below is Ms. Eilers stopping by to check on a student’s progress with his paper‐based activity
associated with sequencing. ELT‐funded BAZ programs help broaden student interest and
engagement in ways that reflect the diverse interests, patterns of engagement and preferences of
the students we serve.
The array of BAZ
activities offered at our
elementary schools
reflects the efforts
among Principals and
teachers to put ELT
grant monies to good
use, helping bolster and
nurture student
learning and
achievement.
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Pictured below are three more of the students from Ms. Eilers’ BAZ group who were engaged last month with
Coding Through Computer Science.

BOLSTERING OUR P-12 INSTRUCTIONAL PATHWAYS
It’s been evident at both campuses this winter that Principals and faculty members are sustaining BCSD efforts
to bolster the curriculum we plan and the curriculum we deliver. That curriculum, more and more, features
active student engagement with the skills associated with problem solving, seeking evidence, analyzing of
evidence, creating projects, plus working collaboratively with others to accomplish the task at hand.
Bolstering our school district’s P‐12 instructional pathways helps
to help meet the school board’s instructional goals.
Those goals include having all students be college and/or career
ready, so our graduates can successfully meet the challenges of
an economically competitive, technologically advanced and
culturally diverse 21st Century.
And yes, from the pictures captured last month during ELT‐
related visits featured throughout this edition of ELT News
Bulletin, there’s lots of goal‐focused work underway this
winter!
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WHAT’S YOUR SUGGESTED
FEATURE FOR A FUTURE
ELT NEWS BULLETIN?

Nominate yourself or a colleague!
What ELT-funded program or activity do you suggest be pictured or
spotlighted within an upcoming winter 2019 ELT Bulletin? Please offer your
suggestions to A. Paul Scott at scott.apaul@bcsdk12.org or leave a phone
message at the ELT office in the administrative annex, 518-324-3599.
Thank you!
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